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A beautiful Jane Doe with no memory of who she is or how she got to the bottom of a treacherous ravine;
and a psychiatrist who joins her on her search for her identity. Dr. Phyl Forster was intrigued by the
lovely woman who had been recovered from a San Francisco hillside and taken to the hospital where
Forster was a resident psychiatrist. When Jane Doe regained consciousness, Dr. Phyl was at her side. It
was then she realized that the patient had lost all memory of who she was or why she was in a hospital.
Was it an accident, or was she, as Detective Franco Mahoney was beginning to suspect, the victim of
attempted murder? In an attempt to reconstruct her past, patient and doctor travel back in time across
continents to Hawaii, Paris, and the South of France. It is a long and circuitous journey - one that leads to
mortal danger and thrilling romance.
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1. showtime
Elizabeth Adler has always created individuals that defined her stories,
and we came to know their personalities and what drove each of them, but
never, and I mean, never in an Adler novel, have I experienced a villain
like Brad Kane. The intrigue common to Adler's books had me chewing my
nails (literally I'm afraid), and cynical person that I am, I didn't expect to
feel such an attachment towards the characters, the plot nor the climax
which I certainly could not have anticipated. Darn, that Gulfstream of
Brad's. Even when the reader can anticipate what is coming, Adler has a
way of letting you draw your conclusions but with a twist that doesn't
quite line up with what you expected. It is why I love Elizabeth Adler's
stories, and why she is the writer, and I the privileged reader.

2. asAS
I enjoyed the mystery and the twists and turns in this book. However, I
found some it too wordy and skipped through parts.

3. Naktilar
Well written.

4. Conjukus
Everyone will love this book. There is something for everyone. I loved the
story.

5. Llallayue
Very well pleased. Thank you!

6. Jediathain
The interchange of stories and characters kept me on my toes and wide
awake most of the night. A benefit to retirement. No need to set the
alarm.

7. Cargahibe
Great adventure. Went and purchased two mote by this author!

8. Did not enjoy.
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